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Your Digital Afterlife: When Facebook, Flickr and Twitter Are Your Estate, What's Your Legacy? (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Almost without realizing it, we have shifted toward an all-digital culture. Future heirlooms like family photos, home movies, and personal letters now exist only in digital form, and in many cases they are stored using popular services like Flickr, YouTube, and Gmail. These digital possessions form a rich collection that chronicles our lives...
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Building Tag Clouds in Perl and PHPO'Reilly, 2006
Tag clouds are everywhere on the web these days. First popularized by the web sites Flickr, Technorati, and del.icio.us, these amorphous clumps of words now appear on a slew of web sites as visual evidence of their membership in the elite corps of "Web 2.0." This PDF analyzes what is and isn't a tag cloud, offers design...
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PHP Web 2.0 Mashup ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2007
This practical tutorial has detailed, carefully explained case studies using PHP to build new, effective mashup applications, which combine data from multiple external online sources into an integrated Web 2.0 experience. If you are confident with PHP programming and interested in mashing things up, this book is for you! All you need to know about...
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Semantic Web ServicesSpringer, 2011

	All students interested in researching the Internet are living in very interesting and
	exciting times. From the Internet’s beginning in the 1960s up to the present day,
	the Internet has grown to become a vast platform where there are now 2 billion
	users of this global infrastructure.1 Predictions are that this number will rise to...
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Hacking Google Maps and Google Earth (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Going somewhere? Or just getting back?
 

Great vacation photos—too bad you can't remember where you took them.  And wouldn't it have been terrific to find a pizza joint when you bumped into your college buddy in that little ski town? Well, by making Google Maps and Google Earth do your bidding, you can find out not only where...
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Cloning Internet Applications with RubyPackt Publishing, 2010

	Most users on the Internet have a few favorite Internet web applications that they use often and cannot do without. These popular applications often provide essential services that we need even while we don't fully understand its features or how they work. Ruby empowers you to develop your own clones of such applications without much...
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Creating Templates with ArtisteerPackt Publishing, 2013

	Why pay for a professional website when you can do it yourself with this hands-on guide to Artisteer? With no need for HTML, web-programming, or drawing skills, this book is all you require to create fantastic CMS templates.


	Overview

	
		Prepare and install professional looking templates for popular CMS...
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Pro Android Python with SL4AApress, 2011

	This book is about writing real-world applications for the Android platform primarily using the Python
	language and a little bit of JavaScript. While there is nothing wrong with Java, it really is overkill when all
	you need to do is turn on or off a handful of settings on your Android device. The Scripting Layer for
	Android (SL4A)...
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Photoshop Elements 9 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Photoshop Elements has evolved over several generations to become a sophisticated photo editor. What was once a low-end, consumer-grade product is now a tool for novice photo editors, amateur photographers, and professionals alike.


	Elements shines on its own turf and is distinguished from Adobe Photoshop in many ways. Not only a...
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Information Trapping: Real-Time Research on the WebNew Riders Publishing, 2006


	For a long time—and especially around 1994, when the World Wide Web

	was just getting its jumpstart—the Internet appeared to many as a vast pool

	of information just sitting in cyberspace. People who used the Internet for

	research “cast their nets” by entering queries into a search engine, and then

	pulled...
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Creating Web Pages For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Creating Web pages isn't just for nerds anymore--far from it. You can't get far in any hobby without participating in its Web community; even the smallest businesses need good-looking, functional Web sites. Those facts mean you must be able to do your own site-building work, and Creating Web Pages for Dummies exists to share...
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Web 2.0 Security - Defending AJAX, RIA, AND SOACharles River, 2007
Service-Oriented Architecure (SOA), Rich Internet Applications (RIA), and Asynchronous Java and eXtended Markup Language (Ajax) comprise the backbone behind now-widespread Web 2.0 applications, such as MySpace, Google Maps, Flickr, and Live.com. Although these robust tools make next-generation Web applications possible, they also add new security...
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